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There are numbers of stunning destinations all over the world, where travellers like vacationers,
nature lovers, wildlife lovers, culture lovers and even adventure enthusiasts can realize their
holidays. But when it comes in your mind to experience of rich culture and traditions, you will find
India tour as the only one destination in the world. Basically, India is known as incredible country
because of having something to give travellers what they want on their holiday tours in India. For
exploring rich traditions and cultures, you need to opt for golden triangle tour package that is the
most hyped travel package in India tourism. 

The 3 historical cities of the country like Delhi, Agra and Jaipur are covered under the planned
golden triangle tour packages. On this trio tourist circuit, you have opportunity of viewing the
splendid forts, magnificent palaces, majestic temples, lakes and rugged hills and so on. The most
important thing is that you can experience of local language of Rajasthani which steals the heart of
travellers and enjoy the folk dance & music in Jaipurâ€™s heritage hotels.    

Delhi is the first planned destination of golden triangle tours and Taj Maahal tours or we can say
Delhi the gateway of North India Tourism and global political center. Delhi is the national capital
gifted with several beautiful buildings and monuments which are seen throughout in Old & New
Delhi. On Delhi tour you can visit Jama Masjid, Humayunâ€™s Tomb, Lotus Temple, Qutub Minar, Red
Fort, India Gate, Parliament House, President House, Akshardham Temple and so forth. Connaught
Place, Chandani Chowk, Janpath are some of the popular market of Delhi. Markets of Delhi are
called as the heaven of markets in India.

Agra, the second planned destination of golden triangle tour packages is located in Indian state of
Uttar Pradesh. Agra is also called as the city of mughals as there are many spectacular buildings of
mughals situated in the city. These buildings are now known as UNESCO World Heritage Sites
which are contained Agra Fort, Fatehpur Sikari and the Taj Mahal (Symbol of Love) one of the
Seven Wonders of the World.  After viewing Agra tourist-attractions, you can get going for Jaipur â€“
the capital city of colourful state Rajasthan. In Jaipur you can see many spectacular forts and
palatial palaces such as Hawa Mahal, Amber Fort, Albert Hall, Jal Mahal, Jantar Mantar, City
Palace, Nahargarh Fort, Jaigarh Fort and so forth.
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